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Abstract

In 1996, due to a catastrophic kicker chamber failure in the
SLC electron damping ring, the ring vacuum system was
contaminated for several months. During this time, the ver-
tical emittance of the beam extracted from the ring was in-
creased by a large factor (4–20). The emittance slowly de-
creased as the vacuum pressure gradually improved. At the
same time, an intermittent vertical instability was observed.
Both the emittance blow-up and the instability behavior de-
pended strongly on beam current, ring pressure, number of
bunches in the ring (1 or 2), duty cycle, store time and beta-
tron tunes. In this report, we describe the observations, and
compare them with predictions from classical ion-trapping
and ion-instability theories.

1 INTRODUCTION

The two dampings ring of the Stanford Linear Collider
(SLC) reduce the initial emittance of 1.19-GeV electron or
positron beams by a factor 5–6 horizontally and 100–200
vertically, before the bunches are injected into the SLAC
linac and transported to the collision point. The rings nom-
inally operate with a 120-Hz duty cycle, which corresponds
to a store time of 8.3 ms for electrons and 16.6 ms for
positrons. In each ring, two bunches are stored simultane-
ously. In the electron ring the bunches are injected into the
1st and 41st rf bucket (the harmonic number is 84), while
in the positron ring the bunches are placed exactly diamet-
rically. For study purposes, the rings can also be operated
with a single bunch or at a reduced repetition rate (e.g., at
60 Hz). The nominal electron damping-ring parameters are
listed in Table 1 and a schematic layout of one of the two
rings is depicted in Fig. 1.

In 1996, due to the failure of a kicker vacuum chamber
the electron ring vented to atmosphere, and the vacuum sys-
tem was contaminated by combustion products from mag-
net insulation. During the following months, the vacuum
conditions were unusually poor, with an average pressure
around10�7 Torr. The resulting emittance growth and
beam instabilities have been reported previously in Ref.
[6]. Measurements of transverse beam-transfer-functions
under poor vacuum conditions and their possible interpre-
tation were discussed in Ref. [7].

Ion-related effects caused by the poor vacuum consider-
ably limited the 1996 SLC machine performance. Thus,
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an understanding of the beam-ion dynamics and the de-
velopment of possible cures are of great interest for fu-
ture damping-ring operation. In addition, since only two
bunches are stored (the simplest multi-bunch system!) and
the circumference is rather small, the electron damping ring
is ideally suited for the experimental study of multi-bunch
trapped ion effects. Finally, since during the short store
time the beam size changes significantly, many of the ob-
served ion effects are transient in nature and may differ
from those seen in storage rings with longer store (and in-
jection) times. Such transient ion effects will likely become
relevant for the next generation of light sources or colliders
[1].

parameter value
circumferenceC 35 m
beam energyE 1.19 GeV
initial emittances�ix; �

i
y 20� 10�5 m

final emittances�fx; �
f
y 3; 0:2� 10�5 m

horiz. damping time�x [2, 3] 3:3� 0:3 ms
vert. damping time�y [2, 3] 4:1� 0:3 ms
longitudinal damping time�s 1.5 ms
store time�store 8.3 ms
no. of bunchesnb 2
bunch populationNb � 4� 1010

rf gap voltageVc 820 kV
rf frequencyfRF 714 MHz
revolution frequencyf0 8.5 MHz
harmonic numberh 84
momentum compaction� 0.0147
rms bunch length�z [4] 6.5 mm
relative energy spread�� 9� 10�4

tunesQx; Qy 8.23, 3.42

Table 1: Parameters of the SLC electron damping ring.

2 EMITTANCE AND BEAM LIFETIME

2.1 Observations

The most obvious effect of the poor vacuum was an in-
crease in the vertical beam size of the extracted beam. The
blow up was clearly evident on a profile monitor in the ring-
to-linac transfer line (RTL), as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
figure shows that for the normal store time of 8.3 ms the
vertical beam size was much larger when two bunches were
stored in the ring than when only a single bunch was stored.
This sensitivity to the number of bunches suggests that the



Figure 1: Schematic layout of one of the two SLC damp-
ing rings. The beam transfer lines (called LTR and RTL)
connecting the ring to the linac are also depicted.

vertical blow-up was caused by (temporarily) trapped ions,
which are much more likely to occur for 2 bunches than
for a single bunch. A more precise measure of the beam
size can be obtained with an RTL wire scanner. Wire-scan
results with 1 and 2 bunches, shown in Fig. 3, confirmed
the enormous vertical blow-up with two bunches and in ad-
dition revealed a verynon-Gaussian beam shape. A non-
Gaussian shape would be expected as a result of filamen-
tation in the transverse phase space [5],e.g., induced by a
collective instability.

Figure 4 presents wire-scan measurements for a 16.6-ms
long store time (twice the nominal). In this case the verti-
cal beam size for two bunches and for a single bunch were
roughly identical: the two-bunch beam size was about 5
times (!) and the single-bunch beam size still about 30%
smaller than the beam sizes obtained for an 8.3-ms store
time in Fig. 3. These beam sizes agreed with the values
typically achieved at nominal vacuum pressure (10�8 Torr)
with an 8.3-ms store time. Also, for the 16.6-ms store time,
the non-Gaussian tails disappeared (Fig. 4). Based on this
experience, comparing the extracted vertical beam sizes for
short and long store times has now become a routine diag-
nostics for detecting possible vacuum problems in the SLC
electron damping ring.

Figure 5 illustrates that the extracted vertical beam size
was not only very sensitive to the number of bunches and to
the store time, but also to the vertical betatron tune. A tune
value just below the half integer resonance (Qy � 3:45),
at which the beam size was relatively small, was chosen as
the standard working point. For tunes above the half inte-
ger the beam size was significantly larger. This sensitivity
to the betatron tune was in strong contrast to the behavior
seen under normal vacuum conditions, where the extracted
beam size is nearly independent of the tune, disregarding
the blow-up on a few very narrowly confined resonances.

It was further observed that the duty cycle of the accel-
erator had a great impact on the extracted beam emittance.
For the same short store time of 8.3 ms, the extracted ver-
tical beam size with a 20 Hz cycle period was significantly

Figure 2: Extracted beam size viewed on a profile moni-
tor in the ring-to-linac transfer line, for a store time of 8.3
ms and operation with two bunches (left) and with a single
bunch (right).

�y = 204� 6�m �y = 64� 0:4�m

Figure 3: Extracted beam size measured with a wire scan-
ner in the ring-to-linac transfer line, for a store time of 8.3
ms and operation with two bunches (left) and with a single
bunch (right). Shown are the counts in a detector versus the
wire position in microns. The rms beam size obtained from
a Gaussian fit is also given [6].

larger than that observed with the regular 120-Hz repetition
rate, although the average pressure was much improved in
the former case. The difference in the beam size for 20
and 120 Hz repetition frequencies increased with the beam
current. It is not understood why the beam size was so sen-
sitive to the duty cycle. Possible reasons could be a change
of magnet positions, magnet fields or the ring circumfer-
ence due to thermal variation, unrelated to the vacuum, or a
local outgassing that was aggravated by the discontinuous
20-Hz operation.

The strong difference in the vertical beam sizes and
shapes for short and long store times, and (perhaps) also

�y = 40:4� 0:2�m �y = 41:1� 0:1�m

Figure 4: Extracted beam size measured with a wire scan-
ner in the ring-to-linac transfer line, for a store time of 16.6
ms and operation with two bunches (left) and with a single
bunch (right). Shown are the counts in a detector versus the
wire position in microns. The rms beam size obtained from
a Gaussian fit is also given.



Figure 5: Measured vertical size of the extracted beam as a
function of the betatron tuneQy, for an 8.3-ms store time
and 2-bunch operation.

Figure 6: Bunch population versus time after injection for
two different betatron tunesQy . The vertical coordinate is
the natural logarithm of the bunch population,lnNb; the
horizontal coordinate is the time in seconds. The fitted
slope gives the exponential beam lifetime, whose value is
also shown.

the peculiar dependence of the extracted beam size on the
duty cycle, indicate that the ion effects reported so far were
mostly transient in nature.

Non-transient ion effects were studied by storing the
beam for a much longer period of time (e.g., for several
minutes). In this case, the current was seen to decay with a
lifetime of about 100–250 s. This was considerably smaller
than the beam lifetime observed under nominal vacuum
conditions. (The latter is about 8–10 minutes and consis-
tent with the estimated lifetime due to Touschek scatter-
ing.) Further, it was observed that the beam lifetime was
also sensitive to the betatron tune. Figure 6 illustrates that a
vertical betatron tune just above the half integer resonance
(3.55) yielded a 40% higher lifetime than a tune just be-
low the half integer (3.45), although, as seen in Fig. 5, the
vertical beam size was much smaller in the latter case.

Since for normal operation the beam is stored in the ring
only for 8.3 ms, the (much longer) beam lifetime is of no

direct concern.

2.2 Theory

In order to compare the beam observations with theoretical
expectations, we now describe under which conditions and
at which times after injection ions could be trapped by the
beam and we discuss different mechanisms by which ions
might reduce the beam lifetime.

2.2.1 Ion Density

When two bunches with a total population ofNtot � 8 �

1010 electrons are stored in the North damping ring, they
ionize the residual gas at a rate

_�ion � 4� 1011 m�1s�1
p

100 nTorr
(1)

where�ion denotes the longitudinal ion density (in units
of m�1) andp the gas pressure, the dot indicates a deriva-
tive with respect to time, and, considering carbon monox-
ide as a typical molecule, we have assumed a collisional-
ionization cross section of 2 Mbarn.

The beam size decreases during the store due to radia-
tion damping. The horizontal and vertical beam sizes as a
function of time are given by

�x(t) =
q
�x(t) �x + �2x�

2

� (t) (2)

�y(t) =
q
�y(t) �y + �2y�

2

� (t) (�y � 0) (3)

where�x;y and �x;y denote the average beta and disper-
sion functions, and the emittances and energy spread damp
during the store as follows:

�x(t) = �x;0 e
�2t=�x + (1� e

�2t=�x) �x;1 (4)

�y(t) = �y;0 e
�2t=�y + (1� e

�2t=�y ) �y;1 (5)

��(t) = ��;0 e
�t=�� + (1� e

�t=�� ) ��;1: (6)

Here�x is the (unnormalized) horizontal emittance,�y the
vertical emittance,�� the rms energy spread,�x � �y the
transverse damping time,�s the longitudinal damping time,
and the subindices ' 0' and '1' refer to the initial and equi-
librium values, respectively. In the following, we will as-
sume a set of typical values listed in Table 2.

If the beam sizes are large,e.g., directly after injection
into the ring, the ions are trapped between bunches and start
to accumulate, until the ion density approaches a limiting
value determined by either of two different effects: First,
the total number of ions cannot exceed the number of beam
particles, because of the repelling ion space-charge field
[8]. For the SLC damping ring, this ' neutralization' den-
sity is about�neutral � 2� 109 m�1, and, at 100 nTorr, it
would be reached after about 6 ms store time (assuming all
the produced ions are trapped over this period of time). The
second limit on the maximum ion density arises because the
cross section for second ionization is about equal to that
for first ionization [8]. Doubly ionized atoms are overfo-
cused in the gap between bunches and cannot be trapped by



parameter value
�x0 20� 10�5 m
�y0 20� 10�5 m
��;0 0:01

�x1 3� 10�5 m
�y1 0:2� 10�5 m
��;1 7� 10�4

< �x > 0:7 m
< �y > 2.5 m
< �x > 0.1 m

Table 2: Typical initial and equilibrium emittances, energy
spread, and average optical functions for the SLC electron
damping ring.

the beam. This implies that under quasi-stationary condi-
tions the maximum density of trapped singly-ionized atoms
can never be larger than the residual gas density. For a
pressure of 100 nTorr, the latter corresponds to a line den-
sity of �max � 1:6 � 109 m�1 at injection, decreasing to
�max � 1:6� 107 m�1 at the end of the store (the ion line
density changes because of the decreasing transverse beam
size, while both the gas and the ion density are taken to be
constant during the store).

Figure 7 illustrates the expected evolution of the ion den-
sity as a function of time after injection. The ions accumu-
late, until their volume density equals the density of the
residual gas, at which point the number of ions and also
the ion line density start to decrease, due to the shrinking
beam emittance. Thus, in the SLC electron damping ring

Figure 7: Predicted ion line density (in108 m�1) as a
function of time during the store, for an average carbon-
monoxide pressure of 100 nTorr.

the ion line density is always much smaller than the neu-
tralization density�neutral, and the number of ions is de-
termined solely by the density of the residual gas and the
transverse beam size.

2.2.2 Ion Trapping

A single ions is trapped by the beam, if its mass exceeds the
critical mass, which, in units of the proton mass, is given

by [8]:

Acrit(t) =
NtotCrpQ

n2b2�y(t)(�x(t) + �y(t))
(7)

whereC is the ring circumference,rp the classical proton
radius,Q the ion charge (in units ofe), nb the number of
bunches, and�x (�y) the horizontal (vertical) rms beam
size. In principle, the trapping condition is modified by the
ion-cloud space-charge field [8]. However, for ion densities
much below the neutralization density, as it is the case here,
this effect can be neglected. Since the emittances decrease
after injection, the critical ion mass is a function of time.
This is illustrated for a single bunch and for two bunches by
the two curves in Fig. 8, where we assumed typical values
for the (initial and final) emittances and the beam energy
spread as given in Table 2. The figure shows that different
ions species become overfocused in the interbunch gap and
get lost at different times during the store,e.g., hydrogen
ions are lost after about 1.3 ms and carbon monoxide ions
after 6 ms. At the time when the ions become unstable, the
ion cloud may coherently interact with the beam. This in
turn can blow up the beam emittance and re-stabilize the
ions, which may explain repeated strong excitations of be-
tatron motion which were observed at various times during
the store (see later).

Figure 8: Predicted critical ion mass (in units of proton
mass) as a function of time during the store, comparing
operation with 1 or 2 bunches. Ions withA > Acrit are
trapped by the beam.

For single-bunch operation, a betatron tune shift indi-
cating the trapping of ions was observed when the bunch
population decayed below about1:5 � 1010 (see Fig. 9).
Evaluating Eq. (7) at this threshold current, we find an ion
mass of about 40–50, which would be consistent with car-
bon dioxide molecules.

2.2.3 Beam lifetime

Ions trapped in the beam can reduce the beam lifetime by
a variety of effects: (1) bremsstrahlung in the field of the
atomic (or ionic) nuclei, (2) single Coulomb scattering out-
side of the acceptance, (3) excitation by ion-driven collec-



tive instabilities, or (4) changes to the single particle dy-
namics (e.g., incoherent tune shift).

The beam lifetime due to bremsstrahlung in the field of
the ionic nuclei is given by [9]:

1

�bs
= �

X
i

16�ionr
2

e�cZ
2

a;i

6��x�y
log

�
�E

E

�
log

 
183

Z
1=3
a;i

!

(8)
where the sum is over all atoms in a molecule,Za;i is the
charge of the nucleus of theith atom (in units of the elec-
tron charge),Aa its mass (in units of the proton mass),�

the fine structure constant,re the classical electron radius,
�z and�y the rms beam size, and�E=E the energy ac-
ceptance of the ring. With�E=E � 0:01 and assuming
carbon monoxide, we find

1

�bs
� 3� 10�12 �ion (9)

The lifetime can also be limited by single Coulomb scat-
tering which dispels particles outside of the transverse ac-
ceptance. The cross section for this process is

�s =
4�
P

i Z
2

a;i �
2�h2

q2min

(10)

whereqmin = mec
p
Ay=�y is the minimum transverse

momentum transfer which leads to a particle loss (Ay is the
vertical acceptance, which we take asAy � 200 � 10�5

m, probably underestimating the actual acceptance which
might be as large as500�10�5 m). The beam lifetime due
to single scattering is

1

�ss
�

�s�ionc

2��x�y
(11)

Inserting the above values, we obtain

1

�ss
� 1:5� 10�11 �ion; (12)

which shows that, for the small acceptance assumed above,
the single Coulomb scattering is five times more important
than the bremsstrahlung.

In order to explain the observed beam lifetime of about
150 s by Coulomb scattering and bremsstrahlung, we
would need an ion density of�ion � 2� 108 m�1, assum-
ing that the volume density of neutral molecules is equal to
the ion density. According to Fig. 7, we expect that an ion
line density of this level is reached only during a time in-
terval of 1–3 ms shortly after injection, whereafter the line
density rapidly decreases to about�ion;1 � 2� 107 m�1.
For the latter value, the ring acceptance would have to be
ten times smaller than assumed above in order to explain
the reduced beam lifetime by Coulomb scattering. This is
impossible.

Hence, the short lifetime must be attributed to either
one (or both) of the two remaining, dynamical effects:
collective ion-driven instabilities and/or perturbations of
the single-particle dynamics by the ion space-charge field.
This hypothesis is consistent with the observed strong tune
dependence of the beam lifetime.

3 TUNE SHIFTS AND TRANSVERSE
INSTABILITIES

3.1 Observations

From the ion-induced shift of the betatron tunes we can
extract information about the ion species, density and dy-
namics. Many studies of the tune behavior were conducted
using a stored beam. In order to generate a clear signal
of the betatron motion, a noise or swept excitation was
applied on a stripline kicker. Both the vertical and hori-
zontal betatron tunes were observed as a function of time
during the store, while the beam intensity gradually de-
cayed. Figure 9 shows a typical tune measurement result
for a single bunch. Depicted is the vertical betatron tune
versus the beam intensity (in units of1010 particles). At
high current, the tune was fairly constant, but it started to
shift monotonically upwards as the current dropped below
aboutNth � 1:5� 1010. The total tune shift measured for
a single bunch was of the order of�Q � 0:001.

Figure 9: Fractional part of the vertical single-bunch beta-
tron tune as a function of the bunch population (in units of
1010), which was gradually decaying during the store.

When two bunches were stored in the ring, we ob-
served spontaneous vertical and horizontal betatron side-
bands. Strong coherent lines were seen for intensities be-
tween1�1010 and2:3�1010 particles per bunch (ppb). At
lower currents the beam was stable (no sidebands present).
For larger currents the beam was sometimes stable, but
more often unstable. The self-excited sidebands are not
observed under normal vacuum conditions, and were taken
as evidence of an ion-induced transverse instability. These
spontaneous lines appeared to be strongest around the odd-
revolution harmonics, which would be suggestive of a
coupled-bunch instability with �-mode character, where
both bunches oscillate 180 degree out of phase. Another
remarkable feature of the self-excited sidebands is that they
extended over a very wide frequency range, up to 400 MHz.
A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 10.

For a betatron tune below the half integer resonance
(0.44) and with two bunches stored, a sudden upward jump
of the vertical tune by�Qy = 0:022 was observed, as the
beam intensity decayed to aboutNb � 2� 1010 ppb. Prior
to the jump the amplitude of the tune signal was large and



Figure 10: Bunch spectrum for 2 bunches with an intensity
of Nb = 4 � 1010 each. A large number of self-excited
vertical betatron sidebands are visible [6].

the frequency spread small, while after the jump the ampli-
tude was small and the tune spread significantly widened
(to a value of about 0.002). Figure 11 shows such an event,
as recorded on the waterfall display of a Tektronix 3052
digital-signal-processing spectrum analyzer. The sudden
tune jump was not observed for working points above the
half-integer resonance.

Figure 11: Evolution of self-excited vertical upper and
lower betatron sidebands as a function of time after injec-
tion, with two bunches stored in the ring. The horizontal
coordinate is the frequency (with a span of about 2 MHz),
the vertical coordinate is the time (full scale is 230 s) which
increases in the downward direction. The picture shows a
sudden upward jump of the vertical betatron tune accom-
panied with a broadening of the tune line and a reduction
of its amplitude.

We also measured the vertical beam size of the stored
beam, using the image from a synchrotron light monitor.
Figure 12 shows the vertical beam size along with the av-
erage bunch population of two stored bunches as a func-
tion of time, looking at two successive stores. The beam
size (bottom picture) was large immediately after injection
and also at low currents towards the end of the store. It
was much smaller at intermediate intensities. Accidentally,

at these intermediate currents large spontaneous betatron
lines were observed on the spectrum analyzer. So the small
beam size and the self-excited betatron sidebands appeared
to be well correlated. Unfortunately, due to lack of time
this correlation has not been studied in more detail.

Figure 12: Bunch population in one of two bunches (top
picture) and vertical beam size of the stored beam in arbi-
trary units (bottom picture) as a function of time (in sec-
onds). Shown are two successive stores. The time intervals
with increased vertical beam size at the beginning and end
of a store coincided with periods where the beam appeared
to be stable on the spectrum analyzer (no or only weak self-
excited sidebands).

A transverse instability was not only observed when the
beam was stored for seconds or minutes, but a much more
violent instability was encountered during the first few mil-
liseconds after injection. This transient instability probably
was responsible for the large blow-up of the extracted beam
emittance observed at the end of the regular 8.3-ms store.
To study this transient instability, the spectrum analyzer
was tuned to one of the excited sidebands and the frequency
span was set to zero. Figure 13 shows two such measure-
ments of the amplitude of the vertical betatron lower side-
band13f0�f�;y , wheref0 is the revolution frequency and
f�;y the vertical betatron frequency. The tall peaks cor-
respond to injection. After injection and damping of an
initial oscillation, the amplitude suddenly increased with
a submillisecond growth time, until a self-limiting ampli-
tude was reached. Then the beam damped again. This
process repeated itself irregularly several times during the
16.6-ms long store. Comparison of the top and bottom pic-
ture, taken on the same day under nominally identical con-



ditions, albeit at a slightly different frequency, exemplifies
the irregularity of the instability. Often we observed 2 or 3
different instability patterns during the same injection cycle
(e.g., compare the burst on the left in the upper figure or the
burst on the right in the bottom picture with the remaining
bursts). The varying patterns might correspond to different
ion species becoming unstable at different times during the
store.

Figure 13: Time dependence of the amplitude of the13f0�

f�;y vertical sideband during a 16.6-ms store. The tall
peaks are the injection; the irrgular bursts correspond to
the instability [6]. We have no explanation for the smooth
upward step about 2 ms before extraction in the bottom pic-
ture.

3.2 Theory

In the following three paragraphs, we compare and contrast
the observations described in the previous section with the-
oretical expectations for the ion-induced tune shift, the ion
oscillation frequency and the instability threshold.

3.2.1 Tune shift

Assuming that the distribution of the trapped ions is Gaus-
sian with the same rms transverse dimensions as the beam,

the ion-induced coherent tune shift is given by

�Qx;y =
re�x;y�ionCQ

4��x;y(�x + �y)
; (13)

which is independent of the ion mass. For an ion density
equal to the residual-gas density, the ion-induced betatron
tune shifts are about�Qx � 0:003 and�Qy � 0:024.
Thus the expected vertical tune shift is very close to the
tune jump of 0.022 observed on the waterfall display in Fig.
11!

3.2.2 Ion frequencies

The frequency at which a single ion oscillates in the aver-
age beam potential is given by

fion; x;y =
c

2�

�
2NtotrpQ

C�x;y(�x + �y)A

�
1=2

(14)

whereNtot = nbNb is the total number of electrons in the
beam andA the ion mass (in units of the proton mass).
Figure 14 shows the horizontal and vertical ion frequen-
cies, calculated from Eq. (14), as a function of time during
the store, for two different ion species. A few milliseconds
after injection, the ion frequencies extend up to 30 MHz
for hydrogen and up to 10 MHz for carbon monoxide, re-
spectively. These frequencies are much too low to explain
the enormous frequency range of the self-excited betatron
sidebands, shown in Fig. 10. One possible explanation is
that, due to the nonlinearity of the beam-ion force, higher
harmonics of the fundamental ion frequency are also ex-
cited.

Figure 14: Predicted ion-oscillation frequency (in MHz) as
a function of time during the store, for carbon monoxide
(A = 28) and hydrogen (A = 2) ions.

3.2.3 Coherent instabilities

If an ion cloud interacts coherently with the beam, it can
cause a collective instability. The classical theory of multi-
turn beam-ion instabilities is discussed, for instance, in Ref.



[10, 11, 12]. To suppress the instability by Landau damp-
ing, the following condition must be satisfied [10, 11, 12]:

�Q
rms

y �Q
rms

ion �

����Q2

cq

Qy

���� (15)

where�Q
rms

y denotes the rms betatron tune spread (e.g.,
caused by chromaticity and momentum spread or by the ion
space-charge field),�Q

rms

ion the rms ion frequency spread
(caused,e.g., by the variation of the beam sizes around the
ring),Qc the ion space-charge force on the electrons (Q

2

c =
N

ion
tot reCQ=(2�

2
�y(�x + �y)), whereN ion

tot denotes the
total number of ions andQ the ion charge in units ofe),
q the electron beam space-charge force on the ions (q

2 =

NtotreCQ=(2�
2
�y(�x+�y)A)), andQy the betatron tune.

If we assume that the ion frequency spread is due to the
beam-size variation around the ring, we can estimate that
this spread is of the same magnitude as the ion frequency
itself,�Q

rms

ion � q. Since in reality the tune spread�Q
rms

ion

is likely somewhat smaller than this, the threshold value
for the rms vertical tune spread,�Q

rms

y calculated below,
could be an underestimate.

Introducing the coherent tune shift due to the ions
�Qcoh � Q

2

c=(4Qy), and usingQy � 3, Eq. (15) predicts
the instability threshold for�Q

rms

y � 12�Qcoh. As an
example, if the coherent tune shift is�Qcoh � 0:025, we
expect that the instability is suppressed by Landau damp-
ing for tune spreads exceeding�Q

rms

y � 0:3. The the-
ory predicts that for a tune spread smaller than this, Lan-
dau damping is lost and the beam becomes unstable. Since
typically measured tune spreads were much smaller (they
were of the order of 0.002), the resulting Landau damping
appears to be insufficient and an ion-induced instability is
expected to occur. Unfortunately, it seems that the classical
theory [10, 11, 12] does not explain why the instability dis-
appeared at low current, where the measured tune spreads
were still much too small to come even close to the theo-
retically predicted instability threshold.

An interesting observation is that the self-excited beta-
tron sidebands, observed with two bunches that were stored
for an extended period of time, were accompanied by a
small vertical beam size and vice versa (see Fig. 12). A
possible interpretation is the following. Both for the large
initial beam sizes and for low current, the ions were stably
trapped by the beam. These trapped ions caused a blow-up
of the vertical beam size, perhaps via the (nonlinear) tune
shift that they induced. For intermediate currents the ions
were not stably trapped, but, at first sight surprisingly, they
were not lost to the chamber wall either. Apparently, the
ions interacted collectively with the beam, causing the ob-
served transverse instability. We may speculate that due
to the violent beam oscillations the average electric field
around the the beam orbit was reduced, thereby stabilizing
the ion motion and allowing the ions to survive in the beam
pipe. Since in this case the beam and the ions oscillated
strongly with respect to each other, their spatial and tem-
poral overlap was much smaller than in the case of stably
trapped ions, and, thus, also the beam particles experienced

a much weaker average force from the ions. As a result, the
beam size might have shrunk.

4 BEAM-TRANSFER-FUNCTIONS

4.1 Measurements

Further information about the beam-ion interaction can be
obtained from the response of the beam to an external ex-
citation. In such a beam-transfer-function measurement,
the beam is harmonically driven at a frequency close to a
betatron sideband, using a broadband transverse stripline
kicker, and the beam response is measured on another
stripline [7]. We used a conventional network analyzer
to detect both the amplitude and the phase of the stored-
beam response relative to the drive signal, as a function of
the slowly swept excitation frequency. The data acquisi-
tion took several seconds, during which time the beam was
stored in the ring. A schematic of the set-up is shown in
Fig. 15. Since the coherent instability appeared to have
a �-mode character, most measurements were conducted
around the betatron sideband of an odd revolution har-
monic.

The beam-transfer-functions measured with one and two
bunches were strikingly different. While the single-bunch
beam transfer function resembled that of a harmonic oscil-
lator, the two-bunch response definitely did not. Most re-
markable was that the phase of the two-bunch response did
not suffer a net change but made a 90-degree excursion and
then returned to its initial value as the excitation frequency
crossed through the resonance. A detailed description of
these measurements as well as a possible explanation can
be found in Ref. [7].

Figure 15: Schematic of set-up for transverse beam re-
sponse measurement [7].

4.2 Interpretation

The difference in the single- and two-bunch responses ap-
peared to be caused by the additional coupling of the
two bunches which was introduced by the ions. Because
the force between beam and ions is highly nonlinear, the
two-bunch beam-transfer-function is qualitatively different



from that of a simple oscillator, and could be modeled by a
higher-order response function [7]. In the case of a single
bunch the effect of the ions on the beam-transfer-function
was much smaller, the likely reason being that, when only
one bunch is stored, the ions are dynamically unstable and
most ions are quickly lost to the chamber wall.

Although an exact interpretation of the ion-dominated
beam response is still missing, it appears that beam-
transfer-function measurements provide a promising diag-
nostics for trapped ion effects in storage rings. In partic-
ular, the difference in the center frequencies of the� and
�-mode sidebands directly measures the strength of the
linear bunch-to-bunch coupling due to the ions. If a pe-
riod of poor vacuum should recur in future SLC runs, we
plan to perform similar two-bunch beam-transfer-function
measurements also around the sideband of an even revolu-
tion harmonic, in order to compare the response of the two
eigenmodes in the ion-coupled system.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In 1996, unusually poor vacuum conditions in the SLC
electron damping ring, with an average pressure around
10�7 Torr, resulted in significant ion production during the
8.3-ms beam store time. The current-dependent tune shift
observed with a single bunch suggests a trapping thresh-
old at an ion mass of about 45 amu (e.g. carbon dioxide).
The ion-induced tune shift of about 0.02, detected with two
bunches, is consistent with an ion density equal to the resid-
ual gas density, nicely confirming a postulation of Ref. [8]
that the gas density represents an upper limit on the accu-
mulated ion density!

The lifetime of the stored beam was a factor of ten
worse than what could be explained by bremsstrahlung or
Coulomb scattering on gas atoms and ions. The only con-
ceivable explanation is that the bad lifetime was caused by
ion-induced changes of the beam dynamics, either incoher-
ent (e.g., nonlinear tune shift) or coherent (e.g., collective
instability). A dynamical explanation is also supported by
the observed strong dependence of the beam lifetime on the
betatron tune.

It is interesting that the by far largest degradation of the
beam quality occured in the first few milliseconds after in-
jection. Here, we observed a large emittance growth asso-
ciated with a transverse instability in a parameter regime
where ions could not be stably trapped by the beam. The
emittance blow-up of the extracted beam, 8.3 ms after in-
jection, was much larger for two bunches than for a single
bunch, the instability being much stronger in the former
case. The transverse instability in the first few millisec-
onds of the store is a good example of a transient ion effect,
where the ions are trapped directly after injection when the
beam sizes are large, while later, as the beam size shrinks
and the ions become destabilized, they cause a coherent in-
stability. Such transient ion effects could become important
in many future fast-cycling machines, for example, in the
damping rings of a next-generation linear collider [1].

Even when the beam was stored over extended periods
of time, we still observed self-excited betatron sidebands,
which were taken as evidence of a residual persistent in-
stability. The sidebands disappeared when the current de-
creased to about1010 particles per bunch. The observed
tune shifts, tune spreads and instability threshold can (only)
partly be explained by the classical theory of a two-stream
instability, as developed in Refs. [10, 11, 12].

With a stored beam, we observed a spontaneous tune
change when the vertical tune was set just below the half
integer resonance (Fig. 11). Since for such tunes also the
vertical beam size at the end of the 8.3-ms store time was
relatively small (Fig. 5), a tune of about 3.42–3.45 was cho-
sen as the nominal working point.

Finally, the measured two-bunch beam-transfer-function
under poor vacuum conditions was very different from that
of a harmonic oscillator and contains information about the
nonlinear coupling of the two bunches due to the ions [7].
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